For structural reasons, and due to the human biodynamical sensitivity to angular motion, torsional response is an important factor in building design. A torsional motion in a building results from a possible aerodynamic and/or inertial coupling in various degrees of freedom. If the resultant wind forces do not coincide with the centre of mass at each floor level, an eccentric loading pattern can be expected which is responsible for exciting the torsional mode of vibration. An amplification of the response is possible by dynamic inertial coupling, if the vertical elastic axis of the building and the centre of gravity are not in alignment. The torsional response is also sensitive to the ratio of torsional to translational frequencies.
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There is no existing wind load description which adequately represents the aerodynamic loading mechanism for torsional response. A number of investigators x, 2 have used a quasi-steady approach to develop models for the torsional loads, thereby ignoring the important unsteady wake excitation.
The wind-structure interaction problem has so far proved to be intractable and mathematical models based on experimental measurements have been introduced 3, 4 in lieu of the solution of equations for fluid motion around a bluff body. In this report an outline for the development of torsional loads on a rectangular cross-section building has A building scale model can be instrumented at a particular level on all the four faces to establish the correlation between various locations on each face (chordwise). In order to extend the loading model to a multi-level forcing function, pressure correlations along the model height (spanwise) are also required. The effective area around each pressure tap and its eccentricity from the building centre can be computed for the evaluation of effective force and associated torsion about the building centre.
The contribution of face 1 (Figure 1 The power spectral density of torsional force M T is then
given by the sum of contributions on each face and their interface components. This is obtained by synthesizing multiple random inputs resulting from faces 1, 2, 3 and 4 :
The above equation can be written in a discrete matrix form to be compatible with experimental measurements: In order to expand this formulation to a multi-level forcing function it is necessary to develop relationships between various levels on the building. The diagonal terms of the cross power spectral density matrix of multi-level torsion loads can be generated from equation (4) . For the off-diagonal terms representing inter-level relationship the following equation is used :
where [CO(nb/v)]} l and [CO(nb/v)]{l are the co-spectral matrices of intraface and interface l~ressure fluctuations between ith and lth levels. The quad-spectrum of pressure fluctuations has not been included in the above formulation since being an odd function it is eliminated by double integration)
The methodology presented here would provide a complete picture of local pressure fluctuations and their spatiotemporal variations for the cladding design and the final quantification of integral torsional loading for the design of a structural system.
